
Long range infrared barrier with 4 beams

1. DESCRIPTION
QUADBEAM is an infrared barrier especially designed
for a highly efficient perimeter protection for both
indoor and outdoor applications.
The barrier is composed of two seperate devices: a
transmitter and a receiver.
The transmitter sends forth four infrared beams with
variable frequency that are captured by the receiver.
The frequency variation is to protect the beams against
external interferences.
In case of signal attenuation below the minimum level
(e.g. in case of fog or heavy rain) trouble signaling is
released ("disqualification").
The barrier is assembled into plastic casings that offer
high resistance to atmospheric agents.
It can be fixed to the wall (by means of the mounting
brackets included) or mounted on the ground using
special mounting posts.
There are two types available providing different
ranges:

QUADBEAM 100 (100 meters maximum range)
QUADBEAM 200 (200 meters maximum range)

2. INSTALLATION
2.1 POSITIONING
The transmitter and the receiver must be mounted one
opposite the other at max. 200m distance (according to
the type of barrier).
The surface the barrier is to be installed on, must be as
even as possible. The best results are obtained on
concrete, asphalt, solid soil and any other flat surface.
WARNING
Trees and bushes stirred by the wind may cause
false alarms.
It is very important to bear in mind the following
precautions:

Keep the beam passage free
Keep the space between the transmitter and receiver free from any object that may hamper
the beam passage (e.g. knobs, flowers, doors, windows)
Do not direct the receiver towards the sun
Never install the receiver so that it points at intense light sources (e.g. the sunrays during
sunrise and sunset)
An intense light hitting the receiver with an angle of ± 3 degrees with respect to the axis may
cause false alarms.
Do not install the barrier on mobile surfaces
Never install the receiver or transmitter on mobile surfaces or those that are subject to
vibrations

2.2 WALL MOUNTING
Fix the mounting bracket to the wall using the dowels (fig. 1).
Approach the device to the mounting bracket.
Hook the two clamps on the upper part on the rear of the device into the ears in the mounting
bracket (fig. 2/3).
Once you have hooked the device onto the mounting bracket, fix it with the help of the 4 screws
included in the spots indicated (fig. 5).
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TECHNICAL DATA

Manufacturer:
Device: QUADBEAM 100

QUADBEAM 200
Description: Outdoor/indoor infrared barrier
Outdoor range:
Quadbeam 100 100m
Quadbeam 200 200m
Number of beams: 4
Rated voltage: 13.8V 
Operating voltage: 10.5V  ...14.5V 
Consumption RX section:
Normal functioning 18mA
Test button pressed + test LED lit 25mA
Test button pressed + wireless module active 45mA
Consumption TX section:
Normal functioning 43mA
Response time setting: 50...700ms
Antiopening tamper: Micro-switch
Operating temperature: -5°C...+55°C
Protection type: IP45
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Fig. 2

Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig.4

Fig.5
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7.3 TRANSFORMER

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Primary winding (yellow wires) : 220V AC - 50Hz
Secondary winding  (blue wires) : 18V AC
Power : 60VA

WARNING
The transformer is apt to power maximum two
barriers (i.e. 2 RX and 2 TX)

8. CARE
Since impurity may cause malfunction, it is necessary to
clean the casings of the barrier periodically.
It is recommended to clean the casings at least once a
year, more often, if the barrier is very exposed to atmospheric agents (e.g. dust, rain, wind).
Use a soft cloth and if necessary a delicate non-abrasive detergent.
Afterwards check smooth functioning of the barrier.
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2.3 CABLE PASSAGE AND WIRING
For the introduction of the cable, break the perforated cable passage hole beneath the terminals (fig. 6)
and connect both devices of the barrier (RX section - fig. 7 - TX section - fig. 8).

2.4 EXAMPLE OF WIRING (CONTROL PANEL TP8-64)

2.5 VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL BEAM ORIENTATION

Fig. 6 Fig. 7 Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Fig. 10
Horizontal
adjustment

Fig. 11
Vertical

adjustment
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7. THERMAL RESISTORS (OPTION)
If the barrier is installed in extremely cold environments, there is an optional board providing a series of
NTC thermal resistors to be mounted inside the casings of both the TX and RX section.
The thermal resistors are activated as soon as the temperature measured falls below a preset limit value
(approx. 8°C).

7.1 INSTALLATION OF THE THERMAL
RESISTORS

Open the casings of the barrier
Insert the board with the thermal resistors (fig. 24)
snapping it into the proper slots
Fix the board by tightening the screws
Wire it to the temperature probe and the transformer
(NTC and POWER)

WARNING
Do the same for the opposite section of the barrier (RX
or TX).

7.2 CONNECTION OF THE TRANSFORMER
The thermal resistors must be powered through a special
transformer (primary 230V AC, secondary 18V AC).
Connect the secondary winding of the transformer ai cavetti
presenti nella parte in alto della barriera vicino alle
morsettiere.

Fig. 23

Fig. 24

Fig. 25
RX module

Fig. 26
TX module
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2.6 CHANNEL SETTING BY DIP-SWITCH
The transmitter and receiver must work on the same channel. Thus, the dip-switches FREQUENCY
SELECT of both devices (RX and TX) must be configurated in the same way.
WARNING
For channel setting turn only one switch at a time.

2.7 CLOSING OF THE BARRIER
Once you have completed the installation and alignment, close the barrier as shown (fig. 13/14).
WARNING
Close the barrier only after alignment.

Fig.12

Fig.13 Fig. 14
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6.1 ACTIVATION/DEACTIVATION
For activation press the ON-OFF switch. The red SIGNAL LED is lit for approx. 2 seconds, then it
becomes blinking (twice per second).
If the wireless receiver MONITOR 868 does not receive any signal, it remains active for approx. 30
seconds before it is automatically deactivated for battery safeguard.
If it captures the signal coming from the barrier QUADBEAM, the green and yellow LED on the wireless
receiver are lit whichever the signal power. If the top green and yellow LED are lit, the maximum signal
power has been achieved (perfect alignment).
Once alignment has been completed, press the ON-OFF switch again to deactivate the wireless receiver
MONITOR 868. The SIGNAL LED is switched off.

6.2 LED STATUS
3 green LED (UP) show signal power of the upper beams of the barrier
3 yellow LED (DOWN) show signal level of the lower beams of the barrier

BARRIER NOT ALIGNED
3 LED blinking simultaneously = no signal (the barrier is not aligned)
3 LED off = insufficient signal (the barrier is not aligned)

BARRIER ALIGNED
Bottom LED on = poor signal
Middle LED on = medium signal
Top LED on = maximum signal

WARNING
If all three LED blink simultaneously, the TX and RX sections are not aligned (signal = 0).

Poor signal Medium signal Maximum signal

No signal Insufficient signal
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3. TRANSMITTER

Fig. 15

WARNING
The dip-switches are only active, if the tamper switch is unpressed, i.e. the barrier is open (cover
hooked off). If the barrier is closed, the beams are active.
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adjustment (fig. 19/20) of both the top and bottom section of the barrier
While you are turning the knob check the LED status on the wireless
receiver MONITOR 868.
The three green LED (UP) show signal power of the upper beams whereas
the three yellow LED (DOWN) show signal power of the lower beams of the
barrier. The LED are lit singularly depending on the signal power.
As soon as the bottom green LED is lit, the upper beams are aligned. As
soon as the bottom yellow LED is lit, the lower beams are aligned.
If the top green and yellow LED are lit, the barrier is perfectly aligned and
ready to work
WARNING
Repeat the procedure for both the RX and TX module of the barrier.

VERIFICATION OF ALIGNMENT
Cross the beams to verify if the barrier detects the interruption. If so, the
buzzer on the wireless receiver MONITOR 868 is activated (BEEP).
Press the TEST button on the receiver again to finish the alignment
procedure
Insert the covers on both modules to close the barrier

6. MONITOR  868

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Fig. 22

Fig. 21 Description Status

 TAB. 2 - LED FUNCTION

On = upper beams active
Off = upper beams deactivated or troubleLED UP (GREEN)

LED DOWN (YELLOW)
On = lower beams active
Off = lower beams deactivated or trouble

Terminal Description
TAMPER
TAMPER

+
-

FREE
FREE
FREE

 TAB. 1 - TERMINALS

Stand-by: closed Alarm: open

Status

Tamper output

13.8V DC
GND (earth)

Transmitter power 
supply output

Not wired

Description Status

 TAB. 3 - DIP-SWITCH TX

SWITCH 1 - ON
SWITCH 1 - OFF

Upper beams active
Upper beams deactivated

SWITCH 2 - ON
SWITCH 2 - OFF

Lower beams active
Lower beams deactivated
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4. RECEIVER

WARNING
LED signaling and the test button are only active if the tamper switch is unpressed, i.e. the barrier
is open (cover hooked off). The LED UP and DOWN change colour depending on the signal power
received.

Fig. 16

Terminal Description
ALARM
ALARM

TAMPER
TAMPER

DQ
DQ
+
-

FREE
FREE

Stand-by: closed Alarm: open

Alarm output

Tamper output

Trouble output
(disqualification)

 TAB. 4 - TERMINALS RX

Stand-by: closed Alarm: open

Status

Stand-by: closed Alarm: open

13.8V DC
GND (earth)

Transmitter power 
supply output

Not wired

Description Status

 TAB. 5 - LED FUNCTION

Red = poor signal
Red-green = medium signal
Green = good signal
Off = no signal (barrier not aligned)

LED UP (UPPER BEAMS)
LED DOWN (LOWER BEAMS)

NORMAL FUNCTIONING 
Off = system OK (no alarm)
Red = alarm
TEST MODE 
Green = wireless transmitter active

LED TEST 
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Fig. 17

Fig. 18

5. FUNCTIONING
5.1 ALARM SIGNALING (TERMINALS ALARM)
Alarm signaling is released and the alarm output (terminals ALARM) is opened, if a beam is interrupted
for a time longer than the response time programmed by trimmer.

5.1.1 RESPONSE TIME SETTING
Permits the definition of the maximum beam interruption time on expiry of which the alarm is released and
the alarm output (terminals ALARM) is opened.
Turning the trimmer RESPONSE TIME on the receiver module (fig. 16), the response time can be set
from a minimum of 50 to a maximum of 700 milliseconds. The higher the response time, the less sensitive
is the barrier.

5.2 TROUBLE SIGNALING (DISQUALIFICATION - TERMINALS DQ)
The barrier provides a special trouble shooting feature (disqualification).
The disqualification function permits the comparison of the quantity of signal running between the two
sections (TX and RX) of the barrier with the reference value (measured and stored in normal operating
conditions).
If the quantity of signal results below a preset minimum value for a preset time (varies with the signal
degradation), trouble (disqualification) signaling is released and the trouble output (terminals DQ) is
opened.
This kind of signaling is released, for instance, in case of fog or heavy rain, especially if the two sections
of the barrier are placed at great distance. It differs from alarm signaling as the degradation of the signal
in case of alarm is almost immediate (crossing of a beam by an intruder), whereas in case of
disqualification, it is gradual and caused mainly by adverse weather.
It is recommended to connect the output DQ to a technical output of the control panel (24 hours active).

5.3 TEST
The test mode is activated by pressing the TEST
button on the receiver. It permits the alignment of the
barrier. In this way, a 868MHz wireless transmitter is
activated that remains active until the test button is
pressed again or the cover of the barrier is closed.
The corresponding wireless receiver MONITOR 868
permits the verification of the alignment.

5.3.1 ALIGNMENT OF THE BARRIER
Once you have installed the barrier according to the
instructions of the previous points, procede with a
preliminary visual alignment:

Point the transmitter module straight towards the
receiver module

OPTICAL ALIGNMENT WITH VIEWFINDER
Insert the optical viewfinder (fig. 17) onto
the upper lens of the top section of the barrier
(fig. 18)
While you are looking through the observation
hole of the viewfinder turn the control knobs for
vertical and horizontal beam adjustment of the
upper beams of the barrier until you catch sight of
the opposite device
Repeat the procedure by inserting the viewfinder
onto the upper lens of the bottom section

WARNING
Repeat the procedure for both the RX and TX
section of the barrier.
FINE ALIGNMENT WITH WIRELESS RECEIVER
MONITOR 868

Press the TEST button on the receiver module of
the barrier
Activate the wireless receiver MONITOR 868
by pressing the ON/OFF switch (fig. 22)
Check if the red SIGNAL LED is lit for approx.
2 seconds and becomes blinking then (the
wireless receiver is lit and waiting  to receive the
signal)
Turn the knob slowly for vertical and horizontal


